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Fileaxy is a file management tool that is a bit out of the ordinary, displaying all the files in a treemap chart with bulk
previewing. Designed for efficient file organization and synchronization, this cross-platform utility delivers reliable file sorting
and filtering options. A different approach on file management  When launching Fileaxy for the first time and loading a folder,
the way the files are arranged might come as a surprise. In fact, the whole layout of the interface might be a bit overwhelming.
Each file has a square of its own in the treemap and groups of files have the same color. The color scheme is not the best and
that is why opened menus are not so visible to the naked eye. Even so, once you get used to the representation system, working
with Fileaxy might become pleasant Sort and filter files with ease  Fileaxy enables you to change the layout mode of the files
and display them by folder content. As such, you will be able to look through the directories that have been created in the
current location to find the files you are looking for. Alternatively, Fileaxy features built-in search by various criteria.  The
lower side of the main window encloses all the sorting and ordering-related options. As such, it is also possible to sort all the
data by file kind. This would really help you quickly identify files that take up most storage space. Also, you can sort the data by
the date of creation or the alphanumeric criteria. Duplicate finder and manager  One of the features that stand out in Fileaxy is
its duplicate file cleaner. The application scans the input folder to detect files with exactly or very similar content (e.g. feature
set). Fileaxy is not exclusively a duplicate file manager but it does allow you to rename a file or send it to the trash, all via the
right-click context menu. View large files and manage duplicates  Fileaxy is more of a file manager than a viewer, with sorting
and organizing capabilities. While it might seem interesting, you are probably not going to use an application such as Fileaxy on
a daily basis because it is not practical. It definitely isn’t capable of replacing the Windows Explorer file manager but it can give
you an overview on the type of files that take most storage space and let you manage duplicates on the local computer.  Fileaxy
Description: Fileaxy is a file management tool that is a bit out of the ordinary, displaying
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Fileaxy is a file management utility that is designed to sort and organize your files by content in a treemap view. The initial
visual representation is rather unconventional, and it will take time for you to get used to the sorting and organizing system.
However, once you get used to Fileaxy, you will realize that the application is feature rich and offers handy file-related tools.
Fileaxy features: ◆ Sort and filter files with ease◆ Sort and organize files with selected criteria by file kind, date, or by an
alphanumeric criteria◆ Search files by content and view the results in a treemap view◆ Use the right-click context menu to
rename, duplicate, move, or delete files◆ Sort and filter large files in the viewer mode◆ Export data to spreadsheet program
like Excel to be further sorted, organized or processed Fileaxy is a free utility that can be downloaded from the official website.
You will find a link that will take you to the download section of the web. You will also find a link to the purchasing section,
which will direct you to the purchase page of the software. As a directory comparison utility, Fileaxy comes with features that
allow you to sort and view the directories under the current location. Also, the file comparing pane is used to list and compare
the files using different criteria such as location, date, size, content, or name. The image comparison tool is useful for quickly
checking file format and content. Additionally, it can be used to create bulk data backups for network drives and web servers.
You can export the comparison report to an image format to make it easier to process. Fileaxy comes with a clean interface that
allows you to customize the display options, customize the directories on the left pane, and manage the comparison settings with
ease. The tool supports Unicode, UTF-8, ISO-8859-1, and ASCII character sets. Related Software Fileaxy Features: ◆ Find text
in files and compare their contents with detailed reporting◆ Sort all the files in a directory by content, size, date, or name◆
View the list of files in a directory with selected filter options◆ Use the right-click context menu to duplicate, rename, move, or
delete files◆ Compare files by file size, date, or content◆ List all the files in a directory in the comparison pane◆ Export the
comparison data to an image format for easy processing a69d392a70
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Fileaxy is a file management tool that is a bit out of the ordinary, displaying all the files in a treemap chart with bulk
previewing. Designed for efficient file organization and synchronization, this cross-platform utility delivers reliable file sorting
and filtering options. A different approach on file management When launching Fileaxy for the first time and loading a folder,
the way the files are arranged might come as a surprise. In fact, the whole layout of the interface might be a bit overwhelming.
Each file has a square of its own in the treemap and groups of files have the same color. The color scheme is not the best and
that is why opened menus are not so visible to the naked eye. Even so, once you get used to the representation system, working
with Fileaxy might become pleasant Sort and filter files with ease Fileaxy enables you to change the layout mode of the files and
display them by folder content. As such, you will be able to look through the directories that have been created in the current
location to find the files you are looking for. Alternatively, Fileaxy features built-in search by various criteria. The lower side of
the main window encloses all the sorting and ordering-related options. As such, it is also possible to sort all the data by file kind.
This would really help you quickly identify files that take up most storage space. Also, you can sort the data by the date of
creation or the alphanumeric criteria. Duplicate finder and manager One of the features that stand out in Fileaxy is its duplicate
file cleaner. The application scans the input folder to detect files with exactly or very similar content (e.g. feature set). Fileaxy is
not exclusively a duplicate file manager but it does allow you to rename a file or send it to the trash, all via the right-click
context menu. View large files and manage duplicates Fileaxy is more of a file manager than a viewer, with sorting and
organizing capabilities. While it might seem interesting, you are probably not going to use an application such as Fileaxy on a
daily basis because it is not practical. It definitely isn’t capable of replacing the Windows Explorer file manager but it can give
you an overview on the type of files that take most storage space and let you manage duplicates on the local computer. Total
found matches: 181 Total matches: 1 Number of duplicate files: 0 Fileaxy Free / professional / pro / full versions are available

What's New in the?

Fileaxy is a free tool for managing files and folders. It supports drag and drop or file upload, fast renaming of files and viewing
large files. It is especially interesting to handle large files or for those who need to sort a large number of files quickly. The
software is considered to be a cross-platform file manager, supporting various platforms including Windows, Mac OSX and
Linux. It is free to use and can be downloaded from its official website. To install Fileaxy for Windows operating system, please
choose below the file manager you need. Fileaxy for Windows Fileaxy for Mac OS Fileaxy for Linux The Uninstall process of
Fileaxy for Windows in 3 steps: 1. Start the PC right-click on the Start Menu and choose the All Programs menu item. 2. Go to
the second tab and choose the File Explorer item. 3. Choose the Uninstall File Explorer file manager option or the File
Comparison tool for Mac and Linux and follow the instructions on the screen. Fileaxy can be used for free for all those that like
to manage their files and folders efficiently. If you want more features, you can get Fileaxy Plus which provides access to all
sortable fields (filenames, size, etc.), detailed file sorting and disk space indicators. For an online version, you can also check
Fileaxy File Manager Reviews by browsing Fileaxy Reviews for file manager comparisons. Features of Fileaxy: Works on
Windows, Mac and Linux operating systems Drag and drop support Exclusive previewing and sorting features Manage duplicate
files With Fileaxy you can create a sortable grid of files and folders to get a detailed overview of the files in the given location.
By clicking on a file, the application enables you to preview, rename, send to trash and search for information about a file in
seconds. These options can be accessed from File Inquiry Options. File inquiry details: File information columns File names and
sizes File location File creation date File attributes File type, size and date File Group File and folder location The convenient
file explorer tool enables you to search through your whole file system with a single click. If you are looking for a file or folder
which you can't remember the exact name or path, just browse the folders or just use wildcards. File comparison with a single
click With File Comparison you can
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System Requirements For Fileaxy:

iPad 1st Gen/iOS 4.3+ iPhone 3G/iOS 4.0+ iPhone 3GS/iOS 4.0+ iPhone 4/iOS 4.1+ iPhone 4S/iOS 5.0+ iPhone 5/iOS 6.0+
Note: The simulation is recommended for iPad 1st Gen or iOS 4.3+ and iPad 2nd Gen or iOS 5.0+.The simulation is not
recommended for iPhone 1st Gen/iOS 3.0+ or iPhone
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